Esports is a booming global industry and has been officially included in the lead-up to the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo. Given that esports is a cognitive based activity, and sleep is well known to be critical for optimal cognitive functioning, our research group recently proposed that sleep might be an important determinant of esports performance. The focus of the current review was to expand our limited understanding regarding the role of sleep in esports by exploring risk factors for sub-optimal sleep and developing an associated intervention framework. More specifically, we aimed to 1) examine how gaming culture and game genre might negatively influence sleep behaviour, 2) describe a conceptual model to explain how sub-optimal sleep occurs in esports, and 3) outline sleep intervention considerations that specifically meet the needs of esports athletes. We conclude that gaming culture and game genre could both impact the sleep behaviour of esports athletes, via cognitive and behavioural mechanisms. Furthermore, adapting Spielman’s three-factor model to esports may provide a useful and easy to understand conceptualisation for sub-optimal sleep in esports. Lastly, sleep interventions for traditional athletes can be suitably modified for esports but must be comprehensive and extend from a theoretically grounded conceptual model.
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INTRODUCTION

Esports, a form of organised video game competition [1], has developed from relative obscurity into a billion dollar global industry. In 2018 there were an estimated 380 million spectators worldwide [2], while in 2019 the Fortnite World Cup champion won more prize money than Novak Djokovic and Simona Halep received for winning Wimbledon [3,4]. More recently, it has been announced that esports will officially be included in the lead up to the 2020 Olympics [5]. Taken together, these developments clearly demonstrate the esports industry’s accelerating growth, popularity and increasing professionalisation [2]. Yet, despite the transformation esports is currently undertaking, there is limited performance-based research available to support the needs of the competitors themselves. Thus, for esports athletes to reach their peak potential, research is required to address this gap in the literature.

Esports is a cognitive based activity [6] and sleep is critical for optimal cognitive functioning (e.g., processing speed, working memory, executive functioning) [7,8]. Hence, our research group has recently proposed that adequate sleep likely plays a key role in esports performance [9]. Importantly, despite the apparent need for sleep, esports athletes may be exposed to a range of risk factors for sub-optimal sleep similar to traditional athletes. In our previous paper [9], we outlined several universal risk factors (e.g., caffeine use, pre-competition anxiety, travel) experienced by all athletes regardless of the sport played. However, other potential risk factors for...
sub-optimal sleep inherent to esports also warrant attention, namely, gaming culture and game genre. Neither of these factors has been examined in relation to sleep although both may have the capacity to be sleep disrupting. Additionally, as an increasing number of risk factors are identified, it will prove useful to have a conceptual model outlining how they contribute to the development and maintenance of sleep disturbances in esports.

Furthermore, given the unique conditions and experiences that characterise esports, there is a need to consider how sleep interventions should be designed and delivered to esports athletes. Over recent years there has been rapid development in sleep management strategies specifically designed to address the idiosyncratic needs of athletes in traditional sports, with a general push toward intervention ‘packages’ over isolated strategies [10]. Although many strategies used within traditional sports may be generally appropriate (e.g., sleep education, relaxation techniques) in esports as well, the specific content, aims, style, and mode of delivery, technology, resources, and evaluation tools used, should be devised based on the sleep needs of esports athletes. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous paper has attempted to explore this topic.

The focus of this review is to expand the available scientific knowledge on risk factors for poor sleep in esports and inform ‘on the ground’ practices regarding the sleep management of esports athletes. Our aims are to, 1) explore how gaming culture and game genre may negatively impact sleep, 2) describe a conceptual model that outlines the development and maintenance of sub-optimal sleep in esports, and 3) outline considerations for sleep interventions tailored specifically to the needs of esports athletes.

RISK FACTORS FOR POOR SLEEP IN ESPORTS

In the following section we focus on two potential risk factors for poor sleep unique to esports, namely, gaming culture, and game genre. More specifically, we draw from the broader sleep, sporting, and gaming literature to describe the potential mechanism by which these factors may impact sleep in esports.

Gaming Culture

Culture (defined as the shared attitudes, values, and customs of a particular group) [11] has been found to have a role in shaping beliefs, which in turn, influence behaviour, including sleep [12]. In their review on traditional sports, Burgess and Naughton [13] outlined how junior athletes who show potential are selected for talent development pathways to help propel them to elite levels. During this development phase, they are often afforded organisational support in the form of education while performance-enhancing behaviour, such as adopting adequate nutrition and obtaining sufficient sleep [14], are promoted. Essentially, from a young age, traditional athletes are immersed in a culture in which performance-enhancing behaviour, informed by a strong foundation of sports science research, is prioritised in order to increase the likelihood of competitive success [13]. Hence, athletes may be more likely to engage in behaviour consistent with this type of culture and the evidence-based beliefs that develop in response. For example, an individual who has a belief that they need to keep a regular sleep-wake schedule to obtain adequate sleep may be less likely to stay up late watching Netflix and instead keep a consistent bedtime and wake-up time.

In comparison, the pathway to professional esports is far less institutionalised, and is predominantly unregulated and unstructured [15]. Taylor [15] notes that because junior leagues are uncommon, many esports athletes start out as amateur gamers (i.e., individual, casual players of video games), and spend their formative years playing online or possibly at LAN (i.e., local area network) events face-to-face against other amateur gamers. In other words, they exist in an environment that generally lacks the organisational oversight, support, and educational privileges received by traditional athletes. Furthermore, they often belong to or play with a particular group (sometimes known as a clan or guild), which can take on its own sub-culture and group norms.

The collective consequence is that unhelpful and dysfunctional beliefs can develop from this sub-culture. For example, the gaming community often promotes ‘grinding’ (i.e., excessive practice, up to 13 hrs p/day) over other health considerations such as nutrition, physical activity and sleep, presumably due to perceived performance benefits (e.g., skill mastery) [16]. Although the benefits of grinding have not been empirically tested, literature on the diminishing returns of sleep loss relating to cognitive performance [17] would suggest this strategy is unhelpful.

It should be noted that the esports athlete development landscape is making positive progress, albeit slowly. For example, academies and minor leagues are being implemented at a college/university and high school level. Moreover, although performance-based research is still in its infancy, this too is beginning to change. However, there is a still a long way to go before esports athlete development reaches a level of professionalisation similar to that seen in traditional sports.

Unhelpful and dysfunctional beliefs about sleep amongst gamers may also be reinforced by other segments of the wider gaming community such as gaming ‘streamers’ (i.e., an individual who broadcasts their gaming activity live to online viewers [18]). Richard Blevins (as known as ‘Ninja’), one of the most popular streamers in the world who had a total of 478 million views while on Twitch (a popular streaming platform) streamed on average for 8.8 hrs at a time and usually started at 2:50 pm (with a finish time of approx. 11:39 pm) [19]. Furthermore, in April 2019, a streamer named ‘Edison Park’ streamed content for approximately 17 hrs p/day over 30 days for a total of 541 hrs [20]. Social learning theory [21] would suggest that this type of ‘play till you drop’ behaviour modelled by popular and influen-
tial streamers could serve to de-value the importance of sleep in the eyes of viewers, which includes future professional esports athletes.

Consequently, it is plausible that in the absence of intervention, unhelpful and dysfunctional beliefs about sleep shaped by gaming culture during the formative years in amateur gaming environments could be carried unmodified into professional esports. Hence, at elite levels when optimal performance is paramount for competitive success, some esports athletes may be pre-disposed toward unhelpful wake behaviours that compromise sleep and in turn their performance. Furthermore, if an esports athlete plays in a team with others who hold similar beliefs, this would also perpetuate poor sleep behaviour. In sum, gaming culture would appear to have the capacity to negatively influence sleep, although empirical research is required to determine the exact nature and extent of this influence.

**Game Genre**

Similar to traditional sports, there are several genres in esports. The most popular genres are real-time strategy (RTS), multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA), first person shooter (FPS) and sports games. RTS is a strategy game genre where the goal is to win a battle by competing with opponents, securing resources, and producing and operating units [22]. The most popular game of the RTS genre is Starcraft. FPS is a game genre where the player runs through a three-dimensional space and attacks the enemy by firing a weapon such as a gun [23]. The most popular games of the FPS genre are Counter Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) and Overwatch. MOBA developed from the RTS genre [24] and combines a match and a siege (game genre aimed at attacking a building of a partner). There are many different MOBA games, but League of Legends (LoL) and Defense of the Ancients 2 (DOTA2) are the most popular [25]. The sports genre in esports refers to games that simulate the sporting experience including sports such as soccer, baseball, golf, basketball, and so forth. FPS and MOBA genres are team esports, and RTS and sports genres are mainly individual esports [22].

The sleep of esports athletes may be affected by the type of genre in which an individual specialises. There is currently little empirical evidence to support that some genres have more influence on sleep compared to others. However, the idea of specific sport genres having differential effects on sleep has been examined in traditional elite athletes.

Nedelec et al. [26] proposed that sleep of elite athletes is affected by multiple sport-specific and societal factors. The research in traditional sports has been classified in two ways: one is by the team format (individual vs. group), and the other is by the characteristics of the sport. The literature focusing on team size reported that total sleep time of athletes from individual sports was 30 minutes less than those who engaged in team sports, even though they went to bed earlier and woke-up earlier [27]. This result suggests that individual sports athletes may take more naps during the daytime compared to those who engage in team sports to compensate for shorter night-time sleep durations. Similarly, it is possible that these results are reflected in esports, where esports athletes engaging in individual genres who do not have teammates and train individually at home (e.g., esports athletes playing FIFA online) can take a nap when they want to and have more freedom in deciding their sleep schedule.

When it comes to a type (or genre) of traditional sports classified by characteristics, sleep disorders are more common in some specific sports than others [28]. For example, sleep problems such as difficulty falling asleep, night time awakenings and daytime sleepiness are more prevalent in aesthetic sports (i.e., gymnastics, synchronised swimming, and figure skating), while athletes in high risk sports (i.e., sliding, aerial, and motor sports) report significantly less sleep issues than the others [29]. Obstructive sleep apnoea seems to be much more prevalent among strength power athletes (e.g., rugby) than other athletes due to a high body mass index (BMI) score [30]. There are many studies that have reported on the correlation between game play time and obesity [31-33]. Ballard et al. [33] reported that the duration of gaming was positively associated with BMI in a study including 116 male participants. In a study comprising 10984 participants, Dunton et al. [34] reported a positive association between gaming and BMI. Considering that esports players spend more time playing games than regular gamers, it is possible that some esports players have a high BMI.

Suppiah et al. [35] also reported differences in sleep patterns between high-intensity athletes and low-intensity athletes. High-intensity athletes displayed significantly greater amounts of slow-wave sleep, less light sleep, and better sleep continuity. It is difficult to ascertain which genre in esports are more intensive than others because esports does not require a lot of physical movement, and esports athletes are sedentary even when they are in the middle of the most challenging competitions. Nevertheless, similar to various shooting disciplines, the physical skills required for esports rely on fine, rather than gross, motor movements. These movements are measured as actions per minute (APM), which is the measure of how many clicks and key presses a player can perform in 60 seconds. These require manual dexterity to perform and are significantly and positively correlated with performance in esports [16]. Some esports genres may require high levels of APM compared to others. For example, in Starcraft 2 (RTS), in which fine control with fast hand speed is critical to win, elite esports athletes showed APMs up to 500 while other MOBA genres such as League of Legend (MOBA) does not require APMs that are as high [36]. While APM is different from the intensity of traditional sports, future research on the amount and density of fine motor skills used in specific esports genres and the differential effects on sleep should be measured and analysed.

In summary, sleep interventions for esports athletes can vary based on genre, depending on team size and game characteris-
tics. Particularly, in the case of team esports, it may be necessary to design sleep interventions that take into account the whole team, overall schedule, characteristics of the individual teammates, and the sleep environment.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SLEEP INTERVENTIONS IN ESPORTS

In the following section we initially adapt Spielman’s three-factor model (3-P model) to conceptualise how sub-optimal sleep occur in esports, and then based on this model, we outline considerations for sleep interventions that address the specific sleep needs of esports athletes.

Using the Cognitive Behaviour Therapy for Insomnia Framework for Esports Athletes

Cognitive behaviour therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) is a non-pharmacological treatment for insomnia patients and is recommended as the first line of treatment for insomnia [37]. CBT-I is usually delivered as a multi-component treatment package consisting of behavioural and cognitive components delivered over 4 to 8 weekly sessions. The components consist of sleep hygiene, stimulus control, sleep restriction therapy, cognitive therapy, and relaxation training [38]. For a detailed review of each treatment component [38]. While not all esports athletes will have insomnia symptoms (e.g., difficulty falling asleep or difficulty staying asleep despite given ample opportunity), using the CBT-I framework to approach sleep disturbance in these players may be helpful in both preventing and treating future occurrences of sleep disturbance.

CBT-I is based on the 3-P model by Spielman et al. [39], and proposes that three factors are involved in the development and maintenance of insomnia: predisposing factors, precipitating factors, and perpetuating factors. Predisposing factors are vulnerabilities that an individual possesses which increase the likelihood of developing insomnia, such as genetic predisposition to sleep disturbance, being at high risk for psychopathology, or circadian misalignment (i.e., being an extreme morning or evening type). For esports athletes, this may be strong tendencies toward eveningness. Additionally, most esports athletes are younger, which may developmentally predispose them to have strong eveningness tendencies during the height of their career [40,41]. Precipitating factors are usually stressful events that typically result in acute sleep disturbance, such as an exam, loss of a family member, or a break-up [42]. Instead of exams, esports athletes may experience sleep disturbance before a competition, similar to traditional elite athletes [43]. Additionally, unlike traditional athletes, esports training (as known as “scrims”) and matches may take place late in the evening hours, which may delay sleep timing as is seen with young people’s part-time work [44]. Frequent travel for matches and adjusting to several time zones in short periods of time may also be a precipitating factor for this population. While short-term sleep disturbance may be a natural stress response, some individuals may begin to engage in behavioural changes to battle the sleep disturbance that end up maintaining sleep problems. Perpetuating facts are maladaptive thoughts and behaviors that are usually initiated in an attempt to battle sleep disturbance, but end up contributing to the maintenance of sleep disturbance. For example, esports athletes may consume excessive amounts of caffeine to maximise game performance and also battle sleepiness. Additionally, late night training and matches may leave little time for esports athletes to wind down before bed after periods of high stress and excitability. In addition to changes in sleep-related behaviours, sleep-related cognitions can also perpetuate sleep disturbance. An esports athlete who is on a losing streak may believe that sacrificing sleep to train longer hours may curtail sleep duration, creating a vicious cycle of sleep deprivation, and poor game performance. The 3-P model suggests that sleep disturbance is a combination of all three factors, and designing sleep interventions for esports athletes will also need to take a comprehensive approach and consider all factors.

Current Guidelines for Sleep in Traditional Athletes

Previous studies have investigated sleep interventions in tra-
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ditional athletes to enhance physical and cognitive abilities. A review by Bonnar et al. [10] categorised sleep interventions for traditional athletes into three subtypes: 1) sleep extension and napping interventions, 2) interventions to promote sleep hygiene, and 3) post-exercise recovery strategies.

Sleep extension interventions target chronic sleep deprivation in this population, which recommends spending 9–10 hours in bed per day, including naps. Two studies that have investigated sleep extension and napping interventions both found an increase in total sleep duration and a corresponding increase in sports performance [45,46]. Similarly, napping interventions ask athletes to take daytime naps that are placed within the optimal circadian window (e.g., midday naps for swimmers) [10].

Interventions that promote sleep hygiene are typically behaviours that promote sleep, such as tending to the temperature and light of the bedroom environment, or avoiding alcohol or strenuous exercise before sleep [47]. While sleep hygiene is usually not recommended as a standalone treatment, studies have shown that a sleep hygiene intervention can be beneficial for increasing sleep duration for athletes [47].

Studies that have investigated post-exercise recovery interventions involve introducing procedures such as whole-body cryostimulation [48] and red light irradiation [49] with the goal of indirectly improving nocturnal sleep through these procedures. While the results of these studies look promising in improving sleep, more studies are needed to understand the relationship between these interventions, sleep and performance [10].

The literature on sleep interventions for traditional athletes is far from comprehensive and further research is needed to incorporate specific characteristics of the athlete lifestyle. Specifically, studies investigating the characteristics of esports athletes and their idiosyncratic sleep needs are necessary in tailoring sleep interventions for this population. In their study, Baltezarević and Baltezarević [25] noted that the typical age of esports athletes is between 17–25 years, an age that is particularly prone to strong evening tendencies [41]. Professional team members from countries such as South Korea and the US typically live together to improve training efficiency, which may make it challenging to have a sleep environment that is sleep-conducive. Thus, coaches and managers of esports teams who usually make important decisions about the athletes’ lifestyle and training schedule should be incorporated into planning of sleep interventions for these athletes. This participation would improve their knowledge of sleep and also monitoring of their own sleep, which is important in promoting a top-down healthy sleep culture [50,51].

**Treatment Guidelines for Sleep Disturbance in Esports Athletes**

Based on the principles of traditional sleep interventions, guidelines can be adapted to fit the lifestyle of esports athletes. Compared to the traditional approach for sleep interventions, which usually consist of psychoeducation and/or several week-long sessions, a flexible approach is necessary to accommodate training schedules and important matches.

**Managing game genre-related effects**

Issues that come up in treatment may vary depending on whether the game genre is team- or individual-player based. MOBA games such as League of Legends are team-based and training times (and sleeping times) usually occur similarly for all team members. Thus, group interventions may be necessary for team-based game genres as the team players cannot train alone. Additionally, game performance hinges on good teamwork strategies and communication between members, and sleep disturbance or sleep deprivation resulting in poor emotional regulation may be detrimental in working together as a team [52]. In contrast, individual player games such as FPS genres can benefit both from individual or group formats.

**Unconventional training times**

Esports athletes often train late at night. This may be due to training matches (“scrims”) with teams that are in different time zones and also the delayed sleep tendencies of these young esports athletes. Designing interventions to work within these time parameters are imperative to a successful intervention with this population. Additionally, training times may not end until early morning (e.g., 1:00 am), and esports athletes may not retire to their sleep quarters until after sunrise. Thus, practicing sleep guidelines similar to shift workers such as incorporating eyeglasses that block blue light after training may help improve sleep disturbance [53].

**Cognitive therapy specific to esports athletes**

Many esports athletes may believe that sacrificing sleep to train excessively will enhance their performance, or sleeping less will make them perform better. Additionally, esports athletes may worry about the consequences of not getting enough sleep before an important match and put too much pressure on themselves trying to sleep. Psychoeducation based on the science of sleep highlighting sleep deprivation studies that have found reduced response speed (that can correspond to slower mouse-click speed) may be helpful to players in making the connection between sleep and game performance [17,54]. Additionally, traditional cognitive-behavioural therapy techniques such as socratic reasoning, cost-benefit analysis and behavioural experiments may be helpful in replacing dysfunctional and unhelpful thoughts about sleep. For example, asking esports athletes to perform a behavioural experiment where they extend their sleep duration and compare their game performance to days where they have sacrificed their sleep can help challenge their beliefs about sacrificing sleep.

One downside of traditional cognitive therapy is that there is a considerable amount of time investment required from esports athletes. Based on the adolescent sleep intervention litera-
Importance of wind-down time

Training and participating in game matches for esports athletes requires a high level of attention and concentration, and can cause stress that results in hyperarousal. Hyperarousal interferes with sleep and can cause insomnia [58,59], so incorporating a wind-down time to de-arouse in preparation for sleep is important for esports athletes. Traditional relaxation techniques such as progressive muscle relaxation, breathing retraining, meditation, and imagery rehearsal can be incorporated into treatment before bedtime, as well as including the mindfulness body scan technique.

Adjusting to jet lag

Being an esports athlete entails frequent traveling across multiple time zones [9], so sleep interventions should incorporate education on behavioural methods that can be implemented before, during and after travel to mitigate the effects of jet lag (i.e. circadian misalignment) and travel fatigue. To summarise, current recommendations [60] for traditional athletes suggest a combination of appropriately timed light exposure and exogenous melatonin that accounts for the timing of an individual’s circadian rhythm and the direction of travel (eastward vs. westward travel). There may be some benefit to phase shifting prior to departure and during travel, but this needs to be managed carefully to prevent unintended consequences (e.g., sleep loss).

Motivational strategies

Motivation is critical for behavioural change yet it has been neglected as a treatment component in sleep interventions for traditional athletes [10,61]. In esports, motivation to make sleep-related behavioural change may be a particularly important consideration because the majority of esports athletes are young, and young people are typically apathetic (and sometimes resistant) to this type of change [62,63]. A recent study by Micic et al. [64] that evaluated the readiness to change model [65] for adolescent sleep behaviour found that ‘desire’ (i.e., how much an individual wants/wishes to change), ‘ability’ (i.e., self-perception of capability to create change), and ‘commitment’ (i.e., intention or obligation to change) were the best predictive motivational components of sleep treatment compliance. Hence, incorporating motivational content may enhance sleep and performance outcomes.

Early intervention

As noted in the Gaming Culture section, gaming culture may shape dysfunctional sleep-related beliefs from a young age. Hence, early intervention in player development via sleep health education may be one way in which to combat the influence of gaming culture, by fostering more helpful sleep related beliefs and behaviour. Anecdotally, the University of Queensland in Australia has developed a program for high school students aspiring to become professional esports athletes. In their program they included material that aimed to 1) highlight the consequences of insufficient sleep, 2) encourage better sleep habits, and 3) promote a healthy balance between esports and sleep. Although this program has not been formally evaluated, there is some evidence that suggests early sleep intervention for children and adolescents can produce sleep benefits [66,67]. Additionally, evidence suggests that parental regulation of bedtime [68] and media [69] can help to protect adolescent sleep; therefore including parents in early intervention programs may also have added utility.

CONCLUSION

The function of sleep in esports has received minimal attention, yet research from our group and others is starting to provide critical insight on this matter. We have previously identified universal risk factors for sub-optimal sleep in esports such as caffeine, travel and pre-competition anxiety. Additionally, in the current review we propose that gaming culture and game genre may also play a role in negatively influencing sleep, via cognitive and behavioural pathways. Conceptually, adapting Spielman’s 3-P model to esports is one way in which to formulate how these risk factors contribute to the development and maintenance of sub-optimal sleep. Moreover, from an intervention perspective, we propose that contemporary athlete sleep interventions can be suitably modified for use in esports but must comprehensively take into account all 3-P factors (i.e., predisposing, precipitating, perpetuating). Importantly, an esports sleep intervention needs to be flexible, address the practical and developmental needs of esports athletes, and include key team decision makers such as coaches and managers.
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